
FDC1 Cell1 gas issue



FDC1 Cell1 gas issue

(pc2 − pc1) = R ⋅ Flow

R =
65.30 − 59.69 Pa

100 ccpm
= 0.0561 R =

61.00 − 57.57 Pa
60 ccpm

= 0.0572



FDC1 gas analysis - 9/9/2021



FDC1 gas analysis - 9/9/2021

N2 fraction =  492ppm



FDC1 gas analysis -8/6/2021

N2 fraction =  483ppm



FDC2 gas analysis -8/6/2021

N2 fraction =  868ppm
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FDC1 Cell1 - action plan

• Install needle valve and close it till we get 5Pa c2-c1 difference

• Reverse flow and see what is the pressure in c1 depending on flow



FDC1 Cell1 - action plan

Design and install a system of valves

to swap the input and output tubes

Discussing with Tim - other options - 

install a pump at the input (now) tube

and open the output - under-pressure

more dangerous 



FDC1 Cell1 - action plan

Last resort: if noting works we can 
use the gauge tubes as exhaust 

Need delicate pressure balance 



FDC gas problem- longterm plan

• The gas input into the cells has nine 1mm holes in the spacer ring at 
both supply and exhaust side - easy to clog


• If the MFCs are the source of the particulates that clogs the gas 
system:


- replace MFCs with rotameters?

- look for better MFCs?


• Depending on the results we may want to reverse the flow also to the 
other packages?



